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Abstract –Thin films of MnxSi1−x alloy with different Mn concentration x ≈ 0.44−0.63 grown by
the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method onto the Al2O3 (0001) substrate were investigated in the
temperature range 4−300 K using ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements in the wide range
of frequencies (f = 7−60 GHz) and magnetic fields (H = 0−30 kOe). For samples with x ≈ 0.52−
0.55, FMR data show clear evidence of ferromagnetism (FM) with high Curie temperatures TC ∼

300 K. These samples demonstrate the complex and unusual character of magnetic anisotropy
described in the frame of phenomenological model as a combination of the essential second order
easy plane anisotropy contribution and the additional fourth order anisotropy contribution with
easy direction normal to the film plane. We explain the obtained results by a polycrystalline
(mosaic) structure of the films caused by the film-substrate lattice mismatch.

Introduction. – Development of Si-Mn alloys for1

spintronic applications attracts a lot of attention, since2

these materials demonstrate unusual magnetic and trans-3

port properties and can be easily incorporated into the4

existing microelectronic technology [1–9].5

Nonstoichiometric MnxSi1−x alloys with high Mn con-6

tent (x ≈ 0.5, i.e. close to stoichiometric MnSi) seem to7

be particularly promising for spintronic applications. Re-8

cently we have found that in thin films of such concen-9

trated alloys, the Curie temperature TC increases by more10

than an order of magnitude as compared with bulk MnSi11

(TC ≈ 30 K) [7]. Comparative studies of anomalous Hall12

effect and transverse Kerr effect showed that the ferro-13

magnetic transition in MnxSi1−x (x ≈ 0.52− 0.55) alloys14

(a)E-mail: drovosekov@kapitza.ras.ru

occurring at T ∼ 300 K has a global nature and is not 15

associated with the phase segregation [8]. Besides high 16

TC values, the films investigated in [7,8] show large values 17

of saturation magnetization reaching ≈ 400 emu/cm3 at 18

low temperatures. The observed magnetization value cor- 19

responds to ≈ 1.1 µB/Mn, that significantly exceeds the 20

value 0.4 µB/Mn typical for bulk MnSi crystal [10]. 21

High temperature FM in MnxSi1−x (x ≈ 0.5) alloys 22

has been qualitatively interpreted [7, 8] in frame of the 23

early proposed model for dilute MnxSi1−x alloys [3, 4], 24

i.e. in terms of complex defects with local magnetic mo- 25

ments embedded into the matrix of itinerant FM. How- 26

ever, many details of FM order in MnxSi1−x (x ≈ 0.5) 27

alloys are still not completely clear due to insufficient 28

experimental studies. In particular, there are no data 29

on their magnetic anisotropy. In the present work, thin 30
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Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) The X-ray diffraction patterns for the
MnxSi1−x/Al2O3 structures with x ≈ 0.52 and x ≈ 0.63.

MnxSi1−x (x ≈ 0.52− 0.55) films are investigated by the31

FMR method which is powerful for providing valuable in-32

formation about magnetic anisotropy peculiarities of thin33

film magnetic materials (see [11] and references therein).34

Samples and experimental details. – We stud-35

ied six samples with manganese content in the range36

x ≈ 0.44 − 0.63. The 70 nm thick film samples were37

produced by PLD method on α-Al2O3(0001) substrates38

at 340 ◦C. The composition of the films was testified by39

X-ray photoelectronic spectroscopy (for details see [7]).40

The structural properties of the samples were studied by41

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis using a Rigaku Smart-42

Lab diffractometer. Additionally, atomic- and magnetic43

force microscopy (AFM and MFM) investigations were44

performed at room temperature using SmartSPM (AIST-45

NT) microscope for the Mn0.52Si0.48 sample having the46

most pronounced high-TC FM.47

Static magnetization of the samples was investigated48

using SQUID magnetometery at T = 4.2− 350 K.49

FMR spectra were studied using a set of laboratory-50

developed transmission-type spectrometers at tempera-51

tures 4.2 − 300 K in the wide range of frequencies (f =52

7 − 60 GHz) and magnetic fields (up to H = 30 kOe).53

Measurements were carried out for different orientations54

of the magnetic field with respect to the film plane.55

Experimental results and discussion. –56

XRD. Fig. 1 demonstrates typical results of X-ray57

diffraction for two MnxSi1−x films on Al2O3(0001) sub-58

strates. In addition to strong peaks from Al2O3(0006) the59

diffraction curves demonstrate a broad peak which can be60

attributed to the CuKα line from ε-MnSi(210) film with61

B20 structure (2θ = 44.43◦). For the film with x ≈ 0.52,62

the full width at half maximum (FWHMω) parameter of63

this peak is ∆ω ≈ 0.4◦. Such a broad peak signifies a mo-64

saic structure of the film and/or a high content of crystal65

defects in it. In particular, it may be caused by the lat-66

tice constant mismatch and different symmetries of the α-67

Al2O3 substrate (hexagonal) and ε-MnSi (cubic), as well68

-0.06 deg 1.61 deg-28.5 nm 16.8 nm

AFM MFM

2 μm

Fig. 2: (Colour on-line) The AFM and MFM images for the
Mn0.52Si0.48 film with TC ≈ 330 K measured at room temper-
ature. The light regions in the MFM image are the attracting
magnetic areas. Dark regions are areas in which there is no
MFM probe attraction. The arrow shows the interface be-
tween crystallites in case when it is poorly appeared in AFM
mode while it is obvious in MFM mode.

as by the Mn excess. At increasing Mn content the ε- 69

MnSi(210) peak transforms to a ”flat hill” about 2◦ wide 70

at x ≈ 0.63 (fig. 1). 71

AFM and MFM. AFM and MFM studies of the sam- 72

ple surface confirm polycrystallinity of the film. The AFM 73

and MFM images obtained in ambient conditions for the 74

Mn0.52Si0.48 film are shown in fig. 2. The depth of weakly 75

pronounced inter-block interfaces revealed in the AFM im- 76

age (thin lines) does not exceed 2 nm. The strongly pro- 77

nounced inter-crystallite interfaces (thick lines) have the 78

form of cavities with the depth of < 10 nm. 79

For receiving the MFM images, the two-pass lift-mode 80

technique was used. The probe attraction to the sample 81

surface seems to arise from local reversal magnetization 82

of the film in the field of MFM probe. Therefore, light 83

regions on the MFM images display the areas with high 84

local magnetic susceptibility, and dark strips show the ar- 85

eas where the local magnetic susceptibility is small. 86

Comparison of AFM and MFM images (fig. 2) shows 87

that the positions of inter-crystallite interfaces correlate 88

on the whole with dark strips in MFM images. This cor- 89

relation can be explained by pinning of the magnetic mo- 90

ment at inter-crystallite boundaries. 91

Static magnetization. Samples with Mn concentra- 92

tion 0.44 and 0.63 (far from stoichiometric value x = 0.5) 93

demonstrated no FM moment at least down to 100 K [7]. 94

On the contrary, samples with relatively small deviation 95

from stoichiometry x = 0.52−0.55 show high-temperature 96

FM with large values of saturation magnetization (see 97

fig. 3 and ref. [7]). Low temperature magnetization curves 98

demonstrate noticeable hysteresis and smooth approach 99

to saturation (the inset in fig. 3) which can be attributed 100

to polycrystallinity of the samples. Magnetisation mea- 101

sured in magnetic field applied normal to the film plane 102

saturates at much higher fields comparing the case of in- 103
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Fig. 3: (Colour on-line) Temperature dependence of magneti-
zation at H = 10 kOe applied in the film plane for samples
with different Mn concentration. The solid line is theoreti-
cal M(T ) curve determined in [7] within the framework of the
spin-fluctuation model [3, 4]. The inset shows hysteresis loops
for Mn0.52Si0.48 film at T = 10 K in cases when field is applied
in the film plane (open circles) and normal to the film plane
(closed circles).

plane field. This fact indicates easy plane type magnetic104

anisotropy of the films.105

Ferromagnetic resonance. Resonance spectra of inves-106

tigated samples demonstrate one Lorentz-shaped absorp-107

tion peak (fig. 4). The resonance line position does not de-108

pend on the in-plane orientation of the external field. This109

result is obvious, considering the polycrystalline structure110

of the films.111

For films with Mn concentration x ≈ 0.44 and x ≈ 0.63,112

the resonance peak is weak and its position corresponds113

to a paramagnetic resonance situation, i.e. f = γH , with114

the gyromagnetic ratio γ ≈ 3.0 GHz/kOe (Landé g-factor115

value g = 2.14), which is in agreement with the value116

reported in ref. [12] for bulk MnSi single crystal. Param-117

agnetism of the samples with x ≈ 0.44 and x ≈ 0.63 is118

observed in the temperature range 20− 300 K, that is in119

accordance with the results of ref. [7].120

At low temperatures, in case when magnetic field is121

applied in the film plane, samples with x ≈ 0.52 − 0.55122

show much stronger absorption peak shifted to the re-123

gion of smaller fields with respect to paramagnetic sam-124

ples (fig. 4). The observed shift is typical for FMR in125

thin films. It is connected with significant demagnetizing126

field and/or easy-plane anisotropy in the FM film. To de-127

scribe phenomenologically the position of the FMR line we128

consider uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of the sample with129

symmetry axis normal to the film plane. The energy of130

such the anisotropy can be written in the form [13, 14]:131

EA = K1 cos
2 θ +K2 cos

4 θ, (1)

where cos θ = Mz/M is direction cosine of magnetiza-132

tion vector M (Mz is its component normal to the film133
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Fig. 4: (Colour on-line) FMR absorption signal for samples
with different manganese concentration at 30 K. Magnetic field
is applied in the film plane. Points are experimental data, lines
are their approximation by Lorentz curve. Inset shows ex-
perimental f‖(H) dependence for Mn0.52Si0.48 sample at 30 K
(points) and the result of its approximation by eq. (2) (solid
line).

plane), K1 and K2 are anisotropy constants of the second 134

and fourth order respectively. It may be noticed that the 135

angular dependence given by the second term in eq. (1) 136

can be written in the form K2 cos
2 θ+(K2/8) cos 4θ. For- 137

mally, this dependence contains higher symmetry (biax- 138

ial anisotropy) term additional to the uniaxial anisotropy 139

term. However, this higher symmetry contribution can 140

prevail only in case K2 ∼ −K1 which is not realized in 141

our system (see Table 1). 142

When the magnetic field is applied in the film plane, 143

FMR frequency f‖ is given by [13–15]: 144

f‖ = γ
√

H(H +K‖M), (2)

where K‖M = 4πM + 2K1/M . Eq. (2) explains the 145

observed shift of the FMR line for FM samples (x ≈ 146

0.52−0.55) by large K‖M value. The experimental f‖(H) 147

dependences can be good approximated by eq. (2) (see in- 148

set in fig. 4). A weak deviation of experimental points 149

from the calculated f‖(H) curve is observed only in the 150

region of lowest fields at frequencies f . 10 GHz where 151

the domain structure of samples seems to play an impor- 152

tant role and the phenomenological formula (2) becomes 153

inapplicable. 154

Fig. 5 shows experimentally determined temperature 155

dependences of K‖M parameter for all studied samples. 156

The shape of K‖M(T ) curves repeats qualitatively the 157

staticM(T ) dependences (fig. 3). Thus FMR data confirm 158

the presence of high-TC ferromagnetism in the investigated 159

films with x ≈ 0.52 − 0.55. Moreover, for all these sam- 160

ples the observed K‖M values exceed considerably (about 161

2 times) the static demagnetization fields 4πM . This fact 162

indicates large magnetic easy plane anisotropy of the films. 163
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of K‖M parameter (see eq. (2)) for samples with different
Mn concentration. The inset shows resulting temperature de-
pendence of the anisontropy constant K1 for samples with
x ≈ 0.52− 0.54.

The corresponding temperature dependences of K1 con-164

stant are shown in the inset of fig. 5.165

To obtain further insight into peculiarities of the mag-166

netic anisotropy of our system, the f(H) dependences were167

investigated for samples with x ≈ 0.52 and x ≈ 0.53 at168

T = 4.2 K, when the applied field was perpendicular to169

the film plane (fig. 6). In this case the calculated FMR170

frequency f⊥ in the saturation regime has a linear depen-171

dence on the applied external field [13–15]:172

f⊥ = γ(H −K⊥M), (3)

where K⊥M = K‖M + 4K2/M .173

In agreement with eq. (3), the experimental f⊥(H) de-174

pendences are linear in the region of high frequencies and175

fields (fig. 6). However, the observed K⊥M values prove176

to be noticeably less than low temperature values for the177

K‖M parameter (Table 1). Within our approach this fact178

is explained by additional fourth order anisotropy of the179

films with negative sign of K2 constant (easy direction180

normal to the film plane).181

As an additional demonstration of the role of K1 and182

K2 anisotropy constants in the investigated films, we mea-183

sured the out-of-plane angular dependence of resonance184

field in Mn0.52Si0.48 sample (fig. 7). When the magnetic185

field is oriented at an angle θH with respect to the axis186

z normal to the film plane, the resonance frequency f is187

defined by equation (similar to that in [14]):188

f2

γ2
=

{

H cos(θ − θH)−HA cos2 θ
}

×

×

{

H cos(θ − θH)−HA cos 2θ +
K2

M
(1− cos 4θ)

}

,

(4)

where HA = K‖M + 4K2/M cos2 θ. The angle θ defines189

the static orientation of the magnetization vector. It can190
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Fig. 6: (Colour on-line) Dependence of the resonance frequency
on the magnetic field applied normal to the film plane for sam-
ples with x ≈ 0.52, 0.53 at T = 4.2 K. Points are experimental
data; solid lines are the theoretical curves according to eq. (3).
The dotted and dash-dotted lines would correspond to the sam-
ples with x ≈ 0.52 and x ≈ 0.53 respectively if we considered
K⊥M = K‖M . The inset demonstrates examples of the ex-
perimental resonance spectra at frequency ≈ 49 GHz.

be determined from the total energy minimization which 191

leads to the equation (similar to that in [14]): 192

H sin(θ − θH) = HA cos θ sin θ. (5)

Solving the system of eqs. (4, 5) at given frequency, the 193

angular dependence of the resonance field Hres(θH) can 194

be obtained. The correspondence between the resulting 195

theoretical curve and the experimental data is not perfect 196

(fig. 7), though the agreement is much better if the fourth 197

order anisotropy constant K2 is taken into account. The 198

observed discrepancy is probably due to limited applicabil- 199

ity of the proposed theoretical approach. The considered 200

phenomenological model treats the film as homogeneous 201

one, while the real sample is polycrystalline. 202

Possible origin of magnetic anisotropy. The single- 203

crystal itinerant ferromagnet MnSi with B20 structure has 204

a weak fourth-order cubic magnetic anisotropy. But in 205

case of a thin epitaxial MnSi film deposited on a substrate, 206

the induced uniaxial magnetic anisotropy can be essential 207

due to mechanical deformations of the crystal caused by 208

lattice mismatch between the film and the substrate (see 209

[16] and references therein). 210

In our case, sufficiently large mismatch (≈ 10%) be- 211

tween the Al2O3 substrate and MnxSi1−x film can be 212

realized. Indeed, the symmetry of the α-Al2O3(0001) 213

substrate is sixfold which leads to the preferable [111] 214

growth direction of the cubic MnxSi1−x crystal. Com- 215

paring the distance between (1120)α−Al2O3
atomic planes 216

(d = 2.38 Å) with that between (111)MnSi planes (d = 217

2.63 Å), the lattice mismatch is estimated as 10%, which 218

is huge [17]. It is one of the main reasons for polycrys- 219

tallinity of the grown film and thus initiates an existence 220
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Table 1: Demagnetizing field and anisotropy parameters for
samples with Mn content x ≈ 0.52, 0.53 at T = 4.2 K.

x 4πM K‖M K⊥M K1 K2

(kOe) (106 erg/cm3)

0.52 5.5 9.0 6.4 0.8 −0.3

0.53 4.1 10.8 8.7 1.1 −0.2

of inter-crystallite and crystallite-substrate strain, produc-221

ing crystal twin planes or inter-crystallite boundaries [18].222

Comparing the results of XRD and AFM-MFM mea-223

surements, we suppose that the grown MnxSi1−x films are224

textured or mosaic type with the typical size of crystal-225

lite about 1 µm. Obviously, in the frame of used methods226

we are unable to adduce direct experimental proofs of the227

strain inside our films; so, our supposal should be verified228

in future studies. However, it is well known that mechan-229

ical stress on the inter-crystallite boundaries can induce230

elastic or plastic deformation (even dislocation) near these231

boundaries [18]. Following this paradigm, at least a part232

of thin lines in the AFM images (one of them is indicated233

in fig. 2 by arrow) may be associated with the projections234

of inter-crystallite interfaces on the film surface.235

In this case, the MFM data shed light on the mag-236

netic structure of the film surface. The MFM signal is237

locally dark (weak magnetic susceptibility) nearby the238

lines corresponding to projections of inter-crystallite in-239

terfaces. A possible reason for such an effect is due to240

the significant enhancement of magnetic anisotropy near241

the inter-crystallite boundaries. This enhancement may242

be provided by an increase of anisotropic (for example,243

spin-orbit) component of effective exchange coupling be-244

tween local magnetic moments of Mn-containing nanome-245

ter scale defects, due to strong crystal potential distortions246

near the inter-crystallite boundaries. Following our sup-247

position, the ”local” axes of magnetic anisotropy are ori-248

ented normally to the inter-crystallite interfaces, i.e. lie in249

most part in the film plane. These interfaces are randomly250

distributed in the film, they strongly pin local magnetic251

moments of Mn-containing defects and block a local re-252

versal magnetization in MFM measurements.253

At the same time, randomly distributed ”local” in-plane254

axes of magnetic anisotropy lead to existence of effective255

”global” uniaxial anisotropy with symmetry axis normal256

to the film plane. This anisotropy becomes apparent in257

FMR experiments.258

For a qualitative understanding of the possible micro-259

scopic mechanism of magnetic anisotropy in our system,260

let us discuss the early proposed simple quantum mechan-261

ical model of randomly distributed crystallites having ad-262

ditional spin-orbit coupling with the matrix of a weak itin-263

erant ferromagnet due to the inter-crystallite boundaries,264

which enhances magnetic anisotropy [19]. It seems that265

within this model, we can at least qualitatively support266
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Fig. 7: (Colour on-line) Out-of-plane angular dependence of
the resonance field in Mn0.52Si0.48 sample (T = 4.2 K, f =
17.4 GHz). Points are experimental data; lines are theoretical
calculations in cases when the K2 coefficient is taken into ac-
count (solid line) and when K2 is neglected (dashed line). The
experimental geometry is shown in the plot.

the phenomenological approach to the FMR description. 267

In particular, the model predicts the essential second or- 268

der easy plane anisotropy contribution with K1 > 0 and 269

the additional fourth order anisotropy contribution with 270

K2 < 0. However, the ratio |K2|/K1 estimated from the 271

model [19] is |K2|/K1 ∼ 10−3 ÷ 10−4, that is much less 272

than the value |K2|/K1 ∼ 0.2÷ 0.4 found from our exper- 273

iment (see Table 1). One possible reason of this disagree- 274

ment is the used in [19] perturbation approach to the spin- 275

orbit coupling in the conventional spin-fluctuation theory 276

[20] for a weak itinerant ferromagnet, while in Si-Mn alloys 277

such the approach may be not well justified. On the other 278

hand, the crystallite-substrate strain which can enhance 279

the spin-orbit effects in real alloy, is completely neglected 280

in [19]. 281

At the same time, it should be kept in mind that 282

phenomenological description of FMR is developed for a 283

purely homogeneous case, i.e. does not consider distribu- 284

tion of local anisotropy in the plane and on the film thick- 285

ness. Therefore, the constants K1 and K2 found with its 286

help have only an efficient character. 287

Conclusions. – In this work, for thin films of non- 288

stoichiometric MnxSi1−x alloys with Mn content x ≈ 289

0.52 − 0.55, the FMR data confirmed the early reported 290

FM order with high Curie temperatures TC ∼ 300 K [7,8]. 291

Further to the fact of FM order itself, studied sam- 292

ples also demonstrated in FMR measurements an intricate 293

character of magnetic anisotropy, which can be described 294

in a phenomenological way as a combination of two con- 295

tributions: the second order easy plane anisotropy com- 296

ponent and the fourth order anisotropy component with 297

easy direction normal to the film plane. We attribute this 298

magnetic anisotropy to the existence of a mosaic (poly- 299

crystalline) structure of the films. We believe that such 300
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a structure is revealed in presented structural measure-301

ments, accompanied by the strain between crystallites302

and/or crystallites-substrate. According to our assump-303

tion, the strain can initiate an enhancement of the spin-304

orbital anisotropic component of exchange interaction be-305

tween the local moment of magnetic defects and itinerant306

electron spins. This enhancement becomes apparent as a307

pinning of local magnetic moments in the MFM images.308

We hope that the combination of FMR, XRD, AFM309

and MFM methods showed its efficiency in the study of310

nonstoichiometric MnxSi1−x alloys as a new class of high-311

temperature FM semiconductor materials.312
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